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Major Wine Producing Countries

LOCKDOWN COVID-19 #10: Status of wine industry activities
Since our previous communication (Update on COVID-19 Lockdown #9 and WoSA Q&A, 9 April 2020) South Africa’s lockdown period has been extended to 30 April 2020, and we would like to keep all members updated on the latest developments.

In the SA wine industry update: COVID-19 lockdown #10, read more about:

- Lockdown extension – latest status
- Wine exports – application to allow bottling, packaging and related essential services
- Local market trade – application to trade alcoholic beverages under strict conditions
- TPT (Transnet port terminals) and importer SOP
- Economic relief
- Call to support the Stay at Home Campaign
- Interesting articles to reflect on ...

We would like to thank you for the positive way in which you are adapting to these challenging circumstances and would like to once again call on each person and business operating in the SA wine industry to be responsible in their actions and messaging throughout the lockdown period and beyond. Together we will endure.

We will keep you updated on any further developments as they unfold.

Kind regards,

WoSA Team
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